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As he entered the Center for Homeland Defense and Security as a master’s degree student David Matthew was
well aware of the importance of interagency collaboration.
He worked as the regional hazardous materials coordinator for the Sedgwick County (Kansas) Fire Department in
Wichita, which required cooperation. Furthermore, he began his studies as Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf
Coast and Florida
That foundation coupled with his early CHDS classroom experience led to his thesis on teamwork and collaboration
titled “Measuring the Foundation of Homeland Security” and a subsequent job as deputy chief of the South San
Francisco (California) Fire Department where he continued to further interagency collaboration.
1) In his thesis Matthew defined and analyzed collaboration as concept, expounded on previous research on the
topic and proclaimed that “teamwork is the foundation on which Homeland Security capabilities must be built. The
purpose of this thesis is to define the components of teamwork amongst the local multidiscipline organizations with a
common Homeland Security mission, provide statements for each of the components, and then enter the
components into a metric that can be useful in measuring teamwork.”
The paper follows with a discussion on leadership that includes CHDS alumni, as well as sections on the
psychology of leadership, the concepts of leaderless teams and traits for public safety heads.
Ultimately, the thesis concludes that five traits are essential to sound leadership: a moral compass; emotional
intelligence; intellectual curiosity; an ability to communicate complex terms; and, empathy.
2) While a student at CHDS, Matthew experienced the transition of homeland security from a terrorism centric focus
to an all hazards approach.
CHDS classroom debates evolved his understanding as to the importance of planning and preparedness and the
need for multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional teamwork in order to achieve authentic homeland security. This topic was
the focus of his thesis titled “Measuring the Foundation of Homeland Security”.
His CHDS course work and thesis were also used in the development of the All Hazards Incident Management
Teams (IMT) through the United States Fire Administration. He developed a metric to measure IMT effectiveness
referencing his thesis.
3) Matthew has applied his research in numerous ways since graduating CHDS. While a Division Chief at Sedgwick
County Fire Department, he collaborated on a research project that focused on what factors create effective
homeland security regionalization and councils of governments. The research was later presented in July 2012, and
was then published in the International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management, a peer reviewed
journal.
 In 2012 he accepted the position of deputy chief for the city of South San Francisco Fire Department (SSFFD),
Calif. While there, he implemented a Ready Responder curriculum at the department and within the disaster
preparedness community of San Mateo County. This organizational preparedness planning toolkit is specifically for
first responders and their agencies.
Furthermore, Matthew was instrumental in Urban Shield 2012, coordinating the hazardous materials and weapons
of mass destruction scenarios and serving as the fire service representative in Unified Command at the Alameda
County Sheriff’s Emergency Operating Center. As of April 2013, Matthew was involved in a collaborative research
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effort with seasoned fire chiefs to answer the question “What is the future of the fire service in the Bay Area?”
Thesis: Measuring the Foundation of Homeland Security (www.hsdl.org/?view&did=471875)
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